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THE grain elevators "A" and "B" are owned and operated by Bartlett Frazier Co., and are among the largest in the country, having a combined capacity of 2,500,000 bushels.

They have been in operation for twenty-two years, and handle volumes of grain each year, most of which comes from the states of Minnesota, Iowa, and South Dakota. Manitowoc being a Natural Gateway for the East, this grain is brought here by rail and moved to lower lake ports by water; to a large extent thus relieving the railroads of the necessity of having to provide equipment. Both elevators are located on water front and large lake boats can be loaded as well as unloaded.
In the Center of Industrial and Commercial Activities of the World
YOUR MANITOWOC
as well as ours—has in it many things about which you should know.

Manitowoc is unquestionably one of the world’s great workshops. It holds undisputed leadership in the ranks of Aluminum Ware, Shipbuilding and Bank Vault Equipment.

Those familiar with the officers of the INVINCIBLE and the INVINCIBLE policy are at no loss to understand their marked success.

The high standards which govern the manufacture, selling and servicing of Safe Deposit Boxes to Banks and Safe Deposit Renters are so far above the average as to have attracted adoption by the leading banks in every city throughout the United States.

Your interest and appreciation of Your Manitowoc and its stability will be rewarded by insistence upon your Safe Deposit Box being equipped with “A Lock Behind the Lock.” It is an Invincible patent and is the only barracked door on the market today. It means for you maximum security through a guard that is ever present and never failing in its purpose.

As life insurance is to your family is “The Lock Behind the Lock” to your valuables.

If in your adopted city you do not know the bank equipped with Invincible, Write us.

INVINCIBLE
Manitowoc, Wisconsin